
 

Occasional Paper 91 – What navigable waterways should be researched? 

Joseph Boughey 

I hope that members will forgive a contribution that takes up issues aired in Notes and Queries, but enlarges it into a 

paper.  I was intrigued by N&Q 20.18, and was somewhat disappointed when the correspondence seemed to stop.  Brian 

Goggin’s paper (and the responses) threw up many issues, and, as one who has started to ruminate about boating for 

pleasure, I thought that I would try to summarise the main points and add some of my own. 

Brian asked about suitable criteria for a list of all navigable waterways in Ireland post-1800. ‘Where do we stop?’ he 

asked, given that ‘we can assume, I think, that every lake of any size was used for transport, if only (in Ireland) for turf 

(peat).  Every coastal creek or estuary is likely to have had collier brigs or, later, schooners carrying grain or other 

produce.  Rivers that you would think incapable of being navigable had lighters hauled up them when flood and tide 

permitted.’  So what should be included, and what excluded, from a list?  I would extend this to ask: what navigable 

waterways should be researched? 

It should first be stressed that, at least for the last 250 years in the British Isles, almost every significant canal and inland 

river navigation has been identified and its detailed history set out.  There is much more detail to be developed, but I 

doubt that there is some hidden history of hitherto-unknown navigations that would question or modify the broad sweep 

of historical study.  There might thus be an element of completism (for its own sake) in further studies of navigation.  

Putting that sweeping semi-condemnation to one side, I think that there can be no harm, and a great deal of interest, in 

the disinterring and further study of navigation that has not been previously considered. 

One possibility is to extend the field of enquiry to the British Isles and to the position before 1800.  May I suggest, in 

rising order of credibility, three sets of speculations (but informed speculations): -  

• Raymond Selkirk’s The Piercebridge Formula (1983), which suggested that the Romans developed a wide 

network of waterways in Northern England, and probably elsewhere.  This was neatly demolished by Dr 

Michael Lewis in the Journal in 1984, but maybe there is something surviving after the wreckers’ ball. 

• Douglas Caffyn’s recent work on rivers, which suggested a much wider use of rivers in past eras than we 

might have perceived, using small craft.  He suggests that Acts to establish river navigations were promoted 

to permit larger vessels to pass rivers that were already navigable.  I confess myself nonplussed by his thesis, 

although this has been examined, with a Ph.D. awarded in 2010.  One feature is that Dr Caffyn is keen to 

establish a right of navigation over all sorts of rivers for recreational purposes, and his thesis provides much 

support for this.  Frankly, I don’t feel qualified to judge. 

• John Blair’s edited collection Waterways and Canal-Building in Medieval England (2007).  This suggests the 

existence of artificial canals from the upper Thames, in Somerset and East Anglia, constructed in the 

medieval era and earlier.  Evidence comes from geography, fieldwork, and place-names.  Less has come from 

unequivocal documentation, while it is stressed that excavation might well be necessary to establish whether 

or not particular routes were constructed or made navigable.  If this is followed, there might well be artificial 

waterways whose lines can be discovered, and a greater use of rivers than previously considered.  This is 

persuasive, and the suggestion that it was improved road transport that led to diminished use of these 

navigations is plausible.     

There is sufficient evidence to suggest that many watercourses were navigable in the pre-industrial era in the British 

Isles, and all possible evidence, including that rooted in speculation, needs to be brought together.  I would also suggest 

that, in general, waterways historians should not stop at Ireland or the rest of the British Isles, but follow researches into 

all navigations on the whole planet…or at least be prepared to consider this. 

The second aspect of Brian Goggin’s query relates to the scope of navigation: Should these minor uses be researched 

and included in a list?  The short answer should be, yes, if interest and evidence permits.  

An example of a region whose navigation, outside the development of canals, has long interested me, is North Wales. 

Some commercial navigation continues on the tidal Dee, part of which was canalised, with various small creeks like 

that at Greenfield, once a very significant harbour.  The other area directly served by shipping is Llanddulas, on the 



coast, with some use of Port Penrhyn near Bangor.  The River Clwyd was made navigable to Rhuddlan, counting as one 

of the earliest canals, from 1277, while the Conwy to Trefriw was used extensively.  The Menai Straits was used into 

the twentieth century, with a wharf at Plas Newydd, and ports at Caernarfon and Port Dinorwic; while a very small 

canal from the Straits served the Faenol/Vaynol estate.  The east coast of Anglesey/Ynys Mon featured ports like that of 

Amlwch, using an inlet that was greatly enlarged after 1793.  The Mawddach, Dwyryd and Dyfi/Dovey tidal rivers were 

extensively used for navigation until the nineteenth century.  Inland navigation included Llyn Padarn/Llanberis Lake. 

To commercial navigation can be added passenger services, on the Conwy until 1939 and to a series of coastal piers; to 

these may be added trip boats from coastal locations and Llyn Padarn (and others further south like the artificial lakes at 

Trawsfynydd and Llyn Brenig), and pleasure boating, much of it coastal-based from wharves like those at Foryd/Voryd 

(Rhyl) and Port Penrhyn.  There may well be minor navigational uses that I have not determined.  

My feeling is that to know, at the very least, at what dates commercial and passenger navigation took place, with details 

of vessels, cargoes, tonnages and destinations, would be helpful.  This might add little to the core and substance of 

inland waterways history, but it would nevertheless be worthwhile; whether much research time should be devoted to 

disinterring details of navigation is another matter. 

This incorporates part of Peter King’s suggested classification, for commercial navigation, which he set out as: 

• ‘Ports to which coastal shipping resorted. 

• Navigable rivers – either carrying traffic in normal water conditions or which were able to do so as a result of 

engineering works.  

• Flood navigations.’ 

I would add to this: 

• Lakes and other areas of water space, whether or not adapted for navigation. 

• Watercourses provided for other purposes, notably drainage, but used historically for navigation.  This would 

include irrigation channels that were, incidentally, navigable, such as the two examples in Spain. 

• Following Mike Clarke’s and John Howat’s examples, waterways not designed or used for boats, but for 

floating material (the Conwy provides a Welsh example of timber floating) 

• Rivers used one-way only, as with the Dee downstream of Bangor-on-Dee/Bangor-is-y-coed; boats were built 

there and floated downstream, but could not return. 

• Following Dr Caffyn (if documentary evidence can be found, or reasonable speculations developed), sections 

of river used by small boats. 

I would extend this yet further, to the use, however minor, of waterways for pleasure, especially waterways which were 

never, apparently, used for commercial or passenger navigation.  Here the potential divergence lies between waterways 

navigated for commercial or passenger purposes and also (often later) for pleasure use, and those which were used for 

pleasure only. ‘Conventional’ navigations would include recently constructed waterways like the Ribble Link, the Suck 

Navigation, and those proposed, like parts of the Fens Waterways Link. 

What about the ‘non-conventional’ navigations, with no commercial use but used for pleasure only?  This could have 

involved larger powered vessels, but could include much smaller craft.  I hesitate before suggesting that such uses be 

researched, as it is like treating the garden railway as a significant component of transport history.  However, if usages 

had been recorded, these could be considered on the basis of the following hierarchy: 

• Waterways previously used for commercial navigation but also, or later, for pleasure use. 

• ‘Caffyn’ rivers that may have been used for small boat navigation, but sections of which were or are used for 

pleasure navigation. 

• Tidal creeks and short sections of river, never used for commercial navigation but explored by pleasure boats. 

• Drains and irrigation canals never used for commercial navigation but explored by pleasure boats. 

• Water space explored by pleasure boats. 

One problem is to define a ‘pleasure boat’. I am inclined to dismiss those used for sporting purposes, such as racing 

sailing craft, or boats accessing rivers for angling; and indeed the use of coracles.  Localised use – messing about in 

boats – such as punting on the Cambridge Backs, or rowing boats on lakes or ponds, would also be excluded.  However, 

many serious users of water for transport, even if it was returning to the same starting point, could be included. 

Examples of the latter would include the trip boats at Symonds Yat on the Wye, a historic navigation but an isolated 

length, or rivers like the Perry or Tern that have been navigated by canoes historically.  It could well prove difficult to 

establish boundaries. 



This seems to be extending the range of waterways to study well beyond that set out in Charles Hadfield’s work, and 

that of other contributors to the definitive The Canals of the British Isles series.  I recall an early WHRG Occasional 

Paper in which waterways ‘Not in Hadfield’ were added; a number appeared for Scotland.  Many in the range of 

navigable waterways suggested here would not have appeared in the British Isles volumes in any event. 

Before too many objections are raised, I am not suggesting that present waterways researchers divert their attention to 

these fringe or minor aspects of navigation, or indeed to an earlier pre-industrial period or to parts of the world outside 

the British Isles.  If evidence of these wider fields was available, and indeed written in coherent form, it would be 

surprising if researchers were to ignore it entirely.  And it may be that some would prefer to research the history of 

waterways on the ‘margins’, and it would be wrong to discourage such work. 

 

I would be interested in any comments or observations. 
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